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After Lucius said that, a rough voice said. 

“Hahaha, Lucius. You Nine-Headed Worms suffer defeats too? 

David, don’t be scared of those worms. We, the Titan Giant Apes, support you. I didn’t 
think you’d be so powerful after you just entered Eternal Realm. You can even chop off 
one of the heads of Serpentine’s Golden Body from so far away. What a promising 
young man!” 

The person who spoke was the head of the Titan Giant Ape Clan, Tarzan. 2 

The Titan Giant Apes and Nine-Headed Serpents were mortal enemies. 

The two races were about equal in strength, so they would always have small-scale 
conflicts. 

“Tarzan, do you have a death wish? Do you want to fight?” Lucius asked in a deep 
voice. 

“Let’s go! Do you think the Titan Giant Apes are scared of you Nine -Headed Worms?” 
Tarzan said fearlessly. 

The two heads started to argue. 

However, they never did anything and would only bicker with each other. 

A war between two Eternal Realms would have unimaginable consequences. 

Even if they wanted to, the other races in Beast Galaxy would stop them. 

David’s eyes narrowed. 

‘Two more Eternal Realms.’ 

Not only them, but David also felt a lot of energy from Eternal Realm powerhouses 
around the Milky Way. 

Those powerhouses should be watching the drama unfold. 

The Milky Way was indeed the lowest tier civilization compared to the galaxies around 
it. 



It was also very inferior to the Beast Galaxy where the Nine- Headed Serpent Clan was. 

There were a lot of races in Beast Galaxy, and it was estimated that any of the top 20 
races could easily destroy the Milky Way. 

David wanted the Milky Way to rise to the level where no one would dare to provoke 
them. 

He had just entered Eternal Realm, so he still needed some time. 

He was just at the first level of Eternal Realm: beginner Ruler Rank. 

After that, there was Immortal Rank and Sovereign Rank. 

David still had a long way to go. 

He had shown his strength, so David would not waste any time on the Nine-Headed 
Serpent Clan and Titan Giant Ape Clan. 

Therefore, he retrieved his Golden Body. 

After he retrieved his Golden Body, the Eternal Realm energy disappeared immediately. 

David hovered in the air of Planet Royal all alone with his sword. 

At the same time, the countless humans on Planet Royal were looking at David 
emotionally. 

“Nimbus Barlowe from the Barlowe family of the Milky Way Empire greets you, Master 
David. Congratulations on entering Eternal Realm and becoming the master of the Milky 
Way!” Nimbus knelt and cried respectfully. 

“Wilfred Barlowe from the Barlowe family of the Milky Way Empire greets you, Master 
David. Congratulations on entering Eternal Realm and becoming the master of the Milky 
Way!” Wilfred also cried out. 

Before David, Nimbus and Wilfred had the highest position and strength in the Milky 
Way. 

However, David entered Eternal Realm and became the master of the Milky Way. 

He had greatly surpassed both of them in every aspect. 

The rule of survival in the universe stated that the strong would be respected. 



“Greetings, Master David. Congratulations on entering Eternal Realm and becoming the 
master of the Milky Way! ” 

Countless people knelt on the ground and cried. 

Mia and Astrid were also among them. 

However, they both felt differently. 

Mia was thrilled and excited. 

David had become the master of the Milky Way, so even if she was David’s maid, she 
would still have a high position. 

On the other hand, Astrid did not feel the same. Her heart was filled with bitterness. 

David was so powerful that even her father had to kneel before him. 

How was she supposed to interact with David in the future? 

At this moment, Astrid was a little jealous of Mia next to her. 

At least, Mia could stay with David forever. 

What about her? 
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David looked at everyone on Planet Royal kneeling on the ground while worshiping him 
emotionally. 

He knew as he got stronger, the burden on him would also grow heavier. 

‘I think this is what they mean when they say the bigger the power, the bigger the 
responsibility.’ 

Back then, he only wanted to protect his family and friends so that they could live better 
lives. 

However, gradually, as he became stronger, he started to protect Somerland. Then, 
when the catastrophe arrived and Pavan invaded Earth, he started protecting Earth. 
Now, he protected the entire Milky Way as they were faced with the Nine-Headed 
Serpent Clan who intended to raise the humans in the Milky Way as food. 



He got here step by step as his power increased. 

David was not ambitious. 

He did not want to be the strongest in the Milky Way nor the master of the Milky Way. 

However, he was so strong and did not have the freedom to act independently. He had 
no choice. 

Since he had the power, he could not watch everyone in the Milky Way become food for 
foreign races like the Nine-Headed Serpents. 

Just now, he saw the planet that the Sangruil Sinners took over using his Golden Body. 

David still remembered the tragic state of it. 

Everywhere those guys went, there would be corpses all over the ground, making it look 
like hell itself. 

It would be fine if he did not have the power, but since he did, David could not sit idly by. 

He wanted to kick the foreign races out and keep them away. He could not let them 
come into the Milky Way to bring chaos to the human race. 

The Sangruil Sinners were foreign races to David because they gave up their identities 
as humans and fused with the Nine-Headed Serpent genes to gain more power. 

As he looked at so many people kneeling and worshiping him, David felt that it would be 
inappropriate if he did not say something. 

Hence, he said, “Even if I’m the master of the Milky Way, I’ll still let the empire take care 
of all affairs surrounding the Milky Way. I won’t participate, but I will help you all with 
things outside the Milky Way. I will not allow any foreign races to invade the Milky Way.” 

“Thankyou for protecting the Milky Way, Master David!” Nimbus was the first to say 
respectfully. 

Then, the other people in the Milky Way also yelled, “Thank you for protecting the Milky 
Way, Master David! ” 

“You’re too kind. I am also a member of the Milky Way, so of course, I can’t stand idly 
by and watch foreign races invade my homeland and destroy it. The Milky Way is our 
home, so we all have to work hard to develop it.” 

After David said that, his tone changed, and called out seriously, “ Nimbus!” 



“I’m here!” Nimbus, who was kneeling on the ground, replied immediately. 

He did not know why David called for him. 

However, David was not who he used to be anymore. 

The first person to be at Eternal Realm would be the master of the Milky Way. 

That was written in the history of the Barlowe family. 

Even though Nimbus was the emperor of the Milky Way Empire, the master of the Milky 
Way would be the true master of the Milky Way. 

Even if he was the emperor, he still had to listen to the master of the Milky Way. 

To be honest, Nimbus felt awkward kneeling on the ground right now. 

His daughter liked David, so David might be his son-in-law in the future. 

How could a father-in-law kneel for his son-in-law? 

It was just like how Nimbus would not ask Gamora’s mother and master, Ophelia, to 
kneel before him. 

“I announce as the master of the Milky Way, that from this day on, Sangruil will no 
longer be a member of the Milky Way. Now, you should use all the power of the empire 
to wipe them out. You cannot let them make a comeback and bring chaos to the Milky 
Way again.” 

“I understand, Master David,” Nimbus answered. 

“Also, from this day on, any secret slave make plantings will be banned in the Milky 
Way. I can ignore the instances of it that happened in the past, but if I find out about 
new slave marks, I will wipe out all the families of anyone involved. I will not spare 
anyone!” 

David said this seriously filling the hearts of all the forces with fear. 

Even if the empire banned the planting of slave marks, a lot of forces would still send 
someone to find some unknown indigenous living planets secretly and then plant slave 
marks. 

This was a way for a force to grow quickly. 

Now, David was banning this as the master of the Milky Way. 



Therefore, it was likely that none of the forces would do this again. Wiping out one’s 
entire family was no joke. 
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Moreover, with David’s identity and strength, it would be easy for him to wipe out any 
force in the Milky Way. 

This included the Milky Way Empire. 

After wiping it out, it would also be easy for him to cultivate another force to take over 
from the empire. 

“Do you understand?” David added. 

“Understand! ” All forces of the Milky Way responded loudly. 

“Good. Nimbus, I’ll leave the affairs of the Milky Way to you. I’ll get going now. Mia, you 
should wait for me on Planet Royal.” 

After David said that, he tore open a space crack in the space in front of him and 
crawled in, disappearing in front of everyone. 

When the space crack closed, all powerhouses on Planet Royal let out sighs of relief 
and got up. 

It was very stressful to face someone at Eternal Realm, even if he did not mean any 
harm. 

Some of the forces that were successfully incited by Sangruil were drenched with cold 
sweat. 

When David got into Eternal Realm and became the master of the Milky Way, he could 
easily crush King Moe of Sangruil and the four partial Eternal Realm Nine-Headed 
Serpents. 

They had made a huge mistake this time. However, they were lucky they were not 
caught. 

Now, they only wanted to go back quickly and destroy all forces of the Sangruil Sinners 
to hide this secret forever. 

David was in a hurry to leave because he wanted to get back to Earth. 



Even if a slave mark could not be planted on Earth after he reached Eternal Realm, 
someone was invading Earth. David would not be at ease if he did not go back to take a 
look. 

Compared to protecting the Milky Way, David valued Earth more. 

That was his true home and the most important place to him. 

When David had just left Planet Royal and was heading to Earth, a huge space crack 
appeared in the space outside the Milky Way. 

Then, a tortoise crawled out from the space crack. 

This tortoise was the same as a normal tortoises. The only difference was that it was 
enormous. 

It was like a moving island. 

A splendorous and majestic building laid on the back of the tortoise. 

There was clearly intelligent life in it, and the tortoise was just a ride for it to travel 
around. 

It was unimaginable! 

A tortoise that was used as a ride could tear space and travel into other areas of the 
universe. 

One had to know that only people at Eternal Realm could do this. 

Was this enormous tortoise also… 

It was unknown what kind of intelligent life could subdue such a terrifying ride. 

After the tortoise left the space crack, it moved toward the Milky Way galaxy. 

It seemed slow, but it was actually moving very fast. 

However, it was so big that its movements appeared slow. 

After entering the galaxy, the tortoise continued to move toward the Milky Way. 

 


